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We present a new framework to generate human-like lower-limb trajectories
in periodic and non-periodic walking conditions. In our method, walking
dynamics is encoded in 3LP, a linear simplified model composed of three
pendulums to model falling, swing and torso balancing dynamics. To stabi-
lize the motion, we use an optimal time-projecting controller which suggests
new footstep locations. On top of gait generation and stabilization in the
simplified space, we introduce a kinematic conversion method that syn-
thesizes more human-like trajectories by combining geometric variables of
the 3LP model adaptively. Without any tuning, numerical optimization or
off-line data, our walking gaits are scalable with respect to body properties
and gait parameters. We can change various parameters such as body mass
and height, walking direction, speed, frequency, double support time, torso
style, ground clearance and terrain inclination. We can also simulate the
effect of constant external dragging forces or momentary perturbations.
The proposed framework offers closed-form solutions in all the three stages
which enable simulation speeds orders of magnitude faster than real time.
This can be used for video games and animations on portable electronic
devices with a limited power. It also gives insights for generation of more
human-like walking gaits with humanoid robots.
1 INTRODUCTION
The musculoskeletal system of human has multiple degrees of free-
dom and many muscles used to produce a wide range of activities.
In particular, human walking features many complex motions in the
lower-limbs produced by gravity and muscle forces. This complex
system can be simplified to reproduce walking behaviors in simula-
tion environments, depending on the level of details needed. The
limbs can be simulated with multi-segment rigid bodies while rotary
actuators in the joints can play the role of muscles to some extent.
Such huge simplifications are probably enough to produce very real-
istic locomotion behaviors, however, a powerful controller is needed
to stabilize the gait. A unified framework is hard to achieve given
different anatomical properties, gait parameters, styles of motion
and environment conditions. Besides, a plausible controller in this
framework should easily handle transition conditions as well as cap-
turing disturbances to simulate interactions with the environment.
Many successful controllers are proposed in [Coros et al. 2010; Mor-
datch et al. 2010; Tsai et al. 2010; Yin et al. 2007] for example which
use motion-capture data, simplified models or dynamic equations
to achieve amazing walking behaviors.
In this work, we mainly focus on simulating essential principles
of walking in the lower-limbs. We propose a method that com-
bines trajectories of 3LP, a simple walking model developed earlier
[Faraji and Ijspeert 2017], with additional features that result in a
human-like gait. We use a previously developed controller called
time-projection [Faraji et al. 2018a] to stabilize the gait and perform
transitions. Recorded human data is also used to validate trajectories
quantitatively. Thanks to linearity of the 3LP model and simplicity
of the controller, we offer closed-form solutions for all lower-limb
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trajectories of human walking in a wide range of parameters. Our
method, therefore, captures the main principles of walking with mi-
crosecond calculations. It can simulate walking behaviors multiple
orders of magnitude faster than physics-based simulators which
work at best in real time. This could be used for video games and
animations especially on portable electronic devices with limited
computational capabilities.
Animating walking behaviors is primarily inspired by biomechan-
ics studies which quantify human gait properties and explain the
mechanics behind. There are multiple techniques used to reproduce
the behavior, ranging from pure interpolation of human data to de-
tailed physics-based simulations that implement low-level control
rules to mimic human behavior. This section reviews different walk-
ing animation methods proposed in the literature to highlight some
key inspiring ideas. We classify the existing literature into three
main categories: interpolation of recorded data, artificial trajectory
synthesis, and physics-based simulation. We are more interested
in a trade-off between genericity of the method and computation
times. In this regard, each category provides certain advantages and
limitations discussed as follows.
1.1 Interpolation of Recorded Data
Using amotion-capture system andmarkers placed on different body
parts, one can capture human locomotion trajectories in different
conditions. Choi et al., for example, used a motion library to plan
bipedal locomotion in un-structured environments [Choi et al. 2003].
They planned probabilistic road-maps which determined a sequence
of character configurations based on foothold locations. Similarly,
Lee et al. used a human motion database to control animated avatars
[Lee et al. 2002]. A Markov process was used in this method to
plan motion phases while blending transition rules were applied
to produce smooth motions based on a relatively large database
of recorded data in non-periodic walking conditions. Similarly, a
single set of periodic walking trajectories were scaled in [Okada
and Miyazaki 2013] and applied to a robot after fixing dynamical
consistency.
Assuming a fast data query from the database, interpolations
could be done relatively fast in terms of computations. However, if
dynamical consistencies are considered like [Okada and Miyazaki
2013], a small modification of trajectories is needed. Such modifica-
tion might not be visually notable, but it might require expensive
iterative computations. Besides, the quality of animations might
heavily depend on the quality of recorded data. The method in [Lee
et al. 2002] for example requires enough data-points to produce
transient conditions. It is also sensitive to glitches and slippages.
In a broader perspective, generalizing interpolations to characters
with different anatomical properties than the dataset is feasible but
challenging [Hodgins and Pollard 1997]. Covering a wide range of
locomotion parameters such as speed, frequency, and style is also
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hard with a sparse database [Hodgins and Pollard 1997]. Besides,
a realistic simulation of interactions with the environment seems
impossible in this approach due to the absence of physics in the
interpolations.
1.2 Artificial Trajectory Synthesis
A similar approach is to consider parametric trajectories instead of
interpolating a motion database. Given the wide range of kinematic
data reported in biomechanics studies, one can design empirical
trajectories with appropriate phase and adjustable amplitudes for
certain variables in the system. The approach proposed in [Boulic
et al. 1990] for example considers sinusoidal variations for pelvis
translations and rotations. It also considers similar trajectories for
the hip, knee, ankle, thorax, shoulder and the elbow joints. A pre-
defined phase and adjustable amplitude (as a function of velocity)
for each of these trajectories can produce walking motions in a
wide range of speeds. The relation of step frequency and speed
is also taken from human data while an inverse kinematics algo-
rithm slightly modifies trajectories to ensure contact constraints.
The parametrization process can be done over key-frames too. The
approach proposed in [Li and Liu 2000] for example interpolates
between different postures defined for certain gait events to obtain
continuous trajectories. By changing the key-frames only, plausible
walking trajectories can be obtained for different inclined terrains
and walking speeds. The speed-frequency relation, as well as the
double-support time ratio, is taken from human data in [Li and Liu
2000].
Parametric trajectories have a wide range of applications in ro-
botics. Handharu et al. used parametric trajectories for the foot
and the knee to produce walking motions with toe and heel joints
[Handharu et al. 2008]. Similarly, Ogura et al. used parametric tra-
jectories for the waist roll, foot positions, and the knee joints to
produce stretched-knee walking patterns [Ogura et al. 2003]. The
approach proposed in [Ogura et al. 2006] used similar prescribed
knee trajectories and optimized other parametric trajectories to
find a ZMP-stabilized gait, validated on the WABIAN-2 robot. ZMP
refers to Zero Moment Point around which contact reaction forces
produce no moment in the horizontal direction. Manually designed
Center of Mass (CoM) height trajectories together with a robust
inverse kinematics method could later produce stretched-knee gaits
on a refined version of this robot [Kryczka et al. 2011] as well. Al-
though dynamic consistencies were resolved in all these methods
[Handharu et al. 2008; Kryczka et al. 2011; Ogura et al. 2003, 2006] by
proper regulation of ZMP trajectories [Vukobratović and Borovac
2004], no online control method was proposed. Heerden, on the
other hand, used sinusoidal reference trajectories for the pelvis and
optimized jerks in a Model Predictive Control setup to plan CoM
trajectories with variable heights [Van Heerden 2015]. This frame-
work offered reactive stepping and online control, though costly
in terms of computations, and missing the knee and ankle joints.
The method proposed in [Griffin et al. 2017] offers a faster online
control based on the capturability control framework [Koolen et al.
2012], though uses manually tuned set-points for the knee joint in
different phases of motion to achieve stretched-knee walking.
Parametric trajectories are easy to design and tune for specific
gaits, but hard to generalize for a broader range of walking con-
ditions, e.g., at different speeds, frequencies, inclinations, walking
styles, foot lifts, character sizes, etc. So far, we have only discussed
trajectory generation methods (interpolation and synthesis) that
impose kinematics. An alternative approach would be to compro-
mise the animation speed and simulate system dynamics directly
by time-integration to let the kinematics emerge automatically, i.e.
taking dynamics into account.
1.3 Physics-Based Simulation
Simulating the full dynamical model simply translates to a compli-
cated control problem. The walking system has multiple degrees
of freedom while the type of task is hybrid, involving a change
of mechanical model in each phase of motion (i.e., left, right or
double support). Very similar to the few interpolation approaches
mentioned earlier, one can use recorded human data or parametric
trajectories to produce animations via position control. However,
such open-loop controller might only be stable over a small set
of states. To tackle this problem, Yin et al. simplified walking dy-
namics with a single mass and improved stability by suggesting
footstep adjustments [Yin et al. 2007]. In their simulation framework
called SIMBICON, they obtained desired joint angles by applying
a Fourier transformation on the recorded human data and taking
only essential harmonics. While replicating the recorded trajecto-
ries, they used a simple proportional controller in the stance hip to
regulate the trunk orientation. A control rule was also introduced to
adjust the next footstep location as a linear function of CoM relative
position and velocity (with respect to the stance foot) by tunable
gains. Using task-specific parameter tunings, SIMBICON was able
to achieve realistic walking gaits with different torso styles, leg
lifts, motion directions, and push recovery properties. The method
proposed by [Tsai et al. 2010] was also very similar to SIMBICON
and relied on motion-capture data. However, Tsai et al. used an
inverted pendulum model to adjust the footstep locations instead
of the original tunable gains used on the relative CoM position and
velocity in SIMBICON.
The free parameters of the SIMBICON framework together with
initial conditions were later optimized by [Wang et al. 2009] using
mechanical power terms in the objective function to produce more
natural walking gaits. The optimized framework removed depen-
dency on the motion-capture data and handled inclined walking
as well. However, the optimization procedure had to be repeated
for characters with different body shapes. Favoring generalization
of the controller, Coros et al. also removed any dependency on the
motion-capture data and only used few parametric spline trajec-
tories to allow for human-like knee and ankle trajectories [Coros
et al. 2010]. They used the inverted pendulum model as a core mo-
tion generator with parametric swing leg motions. The resulting
trajectories were converted to joint-space via inverse kinematics. In
the low-level control, he used small gains to track the desired joint
angles in addition to gravity compensation and Center of Pressure
(CoP) modulation for better compliance and stability. Assuming a
decoupling between horizontal and vertical dynamics, Mordatch
et al. used a Linear Inverted Pendulum (LIP) and a Spring-Loaded
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Fig. 1. An overview of our proposed simulation architecture. Given certain walking parameters shown in red, a reference 3LP gait is calculated based on which
the time-projecting controller suggests footstep adjustments. The resulting trajectories of the 3LP system are then converted to a more human-like posture.
Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) to describe motions in these directions
respectively [Mordatch et al. 2010]. They formulated a robust non-
linear Model Predictive Control (MPC) problem to plan the motion,
although reaching a reactive online control slowed down their sim-
ulations considerably. The complete inverse dynamics formulation
used by [Mordatch et al. 2010] could, however, unify the gravity
compensation and CoP modulation rules of [Coros et al. 2010] and
produced natural upper-body motions. Apart from simplifying the
dimensionality problem, inverse dynamics can provide compliance
[Faraji et al. 2015], realize imprecise Cartesian plans [You et al. 2016]
and allow for multi-character interactions [Vaillant et al. 2017].
A sub-category of physics-based simulation methods aims at find-
ing task-specific controllers, but not using simplified models. A
network of neurons stimulating virtual human-like muscles (neuro-
muscular model) can be optimized for example to produce human-
like walking gaits at different speeds [Geyer and Herr 2010]. Like-
wise, a character-specific optimization of control gains and set-
point angles for a musculoskeletal model combined with the SIMBI-
CON stabilization rules can also produce realistic walking behaviors
[Geijtenbeek et al. 2013]. Individual controllers can be composed
together to cover a wider range of tasks using support vector ma-
chines [Faloutsos et al. 2001] or interpolation of control laws [Laszlo
et al. 1996]. Off-line optimizations can also achieve more versatility
by using exteroceptive sources of information. The reinforcement
learning method proposed in [Heess et al. 2017] for example can
achieve robust locomotion in rich environments by using very sim-
ple reward functions. Another promising method of generating
locomotion behaviors aims at optimizing a sequence of end-effector
trajectories through contact-invariant optimizations [Mordatch et al.
2012]. This approach can produce realistic walking gaits [Posa et al.
2014]. However, a considerable off-line optimization effort is needed
to obtain a single walking gait.
1.4 The Proposed Method
Although physics-based simulations can potentially produce vari-
ous kinds of locomotion scenarios [Vaillant et al. 2017], the control
algorithm remains a big challenge. Even for very simple walking
behaviors, these simulations can hardly go faster than real-time
[Mordatch et al. 2010]. However, since dynamic equations are being
integrated, interactions with the environment are made possible
given stable controllers. Direct integration of multi-body symbolic
equations [Docquier et al. 2013] would slightly speed up the anima-
tion [Van der Noot et al. 2015], but the effect of interaction forces
should be included in the symbolic equations. A much faster speed
can be achieved via interpolation or trajectory synthesis methods,
however, producing interactions is not possible. In this work, we
propose a method that can cover a wide range of walking condi-
tions generated by physics-based simulations [Coros et al. 2010;
Mordatch et al. 2010; Yin et al. 2007] while offering 2-3 orders of
magnitude faster simulation speeds. We use symbolic equations of
a linear simplified model (3LP) [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017] that has
closed-form solutions. While physics-based simulations need sub-
millisecond integration times and hardly reach real-time factors, we
use closed-form solutions of 3LP (as fast as microseconds only) to
update the state only at display frames (e.g., 30 frames per second).
This boost of speed easily makes real-time crowd walking simula-
tions possible. It also enables computationally limited or portable
electronic devices to simulate interactive walking scenarios easily.
To be precise, the proposed method is a novel hybrid combination
of physics-based simulations and interpolation methods summa-
rized in Fig.1. The physics of walking in our method is encoded
in the 3LP model which is composed of three linear pendulums to
model falling, swing and torso balancing dynamics. 3LP supports
walking at different speeds, frequencies, double-support times, torso
bending styles, terrain inclinations and subject heights and weights.
Our symbolic equations also support external forces and torques
applied to the torso while a previously developed controller [Faraji
et al. 2018a] automatically captures these perturbations by adjust-
ing footstep locations. This controller supports all the previously
mentioned walking conditions without any parameter tuning. Since
masses in the 3LP model are fixed to constant-height planes, we
introduce a kinematic conversion to produce height variations. This
part of our method involves adaptive trajectory synthesis without
any tuning of parameters unlike the literature [Boulic et al. 1990; Li
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and Liu 2000]. Given a 3LP state (pelvis, torso and toe positions), our
conversion adaptively varies the pelvis height to produce human-
like excursions [Gard et al. 2004], lifts the swing toe to provide
ground clearance [Wu and Kuo 2016] and resolves a single Degree
of Freedom (DoF) in each leg to produce thigh-shank-foot kinemat-
ics. These variations are all adaptive, independent of the previously
mentioned walking conditions and calculated in closed-form.
1.5 Novelties
While covering a wide range of walking conditions, the proposed
method simplifies physics-based simulations favoring faster com-
putations. The 3LP model [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017] and the time-
projection control [Faraji et al. 2018a] are originally developed to
control a real robot for walking and push recovery applications
[Faraji et al. 2018b]. Therefore, the novelty of this work mainly
lies in adding torso styles and terrain inclination features to the
3LP model and more importantly, introducing an adaptive kine-
matic conversion to produce human-like gaits from 3LP states. This
workmainly focuses on producing lower-limb kinematic trajectories
while upper-body and pelvis oscillations can be included via prede-
fined scalable trajectories similar to [Boulic et al. 1990; Li and Liu
2000]. An essential advantage of the 3LP model and time-projection
control is in closed-form future predictions, given walking speed
and external disturbance profiles. The proposed kinematic conver-
sion method also produces human-like postures while preserving
this property. In other words, the current converted posture does not
depend on the previously converted postures. The entire method,
therefore, enables a fast approximation of future kinematics in few
microseconds which makes it suitable for model predictive control
too. In the next two sections, we briefly introduce the 3LP model
and the time-projection control scheme. Next, we formulate our
adaptive kinematic conversion method. We continue the paper by
demonstrating different walking gaits and conclude by a discussion
on the supported range of walking conditions as well as promising
aspects for future work.
2 3LP MODEL
The 3LP model [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017] is composed of three linear
pendulums to simulate falling, swing and torso dynamics in walking.
These pendulums are connected with a mass-less rigid pelvis which
stays in a constant-height plane, similar to the LIP model. Each
pendulum approximates a limb with a point mass in the middle
and an inertia in the sagittal and lateral planes, but not around
the pendulum rod itself. All masses stay in constant-height planes,
assuming ideal prismatic actuators in the legs like the LIP model.
Apart from the prismatic actuators, 3LP has three groups of two
rotary actuators in lateral and sagittal directions, placed in the stance
hip, swing hip and the stance ankle joints. This model simulates
no pelvic and torso rotation, assuming ideal stance hip actuators
to compensate the internal coupling between the limbs. The role
of this actuator is to regulate the torso orientation similar to the
control rules used in [Coros et al. 2010; Hodgins and Pollard 1997;
Mordatch et al. 2010; Yin et al. 2007]. Figure 2 demonstrates the 3LP
model conceptually with the three pendulums, limb masses, state
variables and actuation dimensions.
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Fig. 2. A schematic of the 3LP model used in this paper for walking gait
generation [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017]. This 3D model is composed of three
linear pendulums connected with a massless pelvis to simulate natural
lateral bounces. All masses and the pelvis stay in constant-height planes
which make the model linear. The torso also remains upright by an ideal
actuator placed in the stance hip joint. The state of this model is described
by the pelvis and swing foot horizontal positions while the swing hip and
stance ankle torques serve as inputs to generate different walking gaits.
2.1 Mechanics
In this article, we skip complicated mechanical equations and refer
to the original paper [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017] where the 3LP model
was introduced. In brief, Newtonian equations of motion are written
for each limb (and the pelvis) with incoming and outgoing forces
and torques. Swing hip and stance ankle actuators are used as inputs.
We consider the torques in these actuators as free variables while all
other internal forces and torques are resolved by a symbolic combi-
nation of mechanical equations. In this paper, we only use swing hip
torques for active control and leave the stance ankle torque profiles
fixed, i.e., moving the CoP linearly from the heel to the toe or vice
versa, depending on the direction of motion. The model state in 3LP
is composed of horizontal pelvis and feet positions which together
form a vector x(t) ∈ R6. All variables are expressed in a rotated
coordinate frame attached to the slope, shown by dashes in Fig.2.
The input vector u(t) ∈ R4 also represents swing hip and stance
ankle torques. Finally, we define a constant vector v ∈ R4 defined
as:
x(t) =

xSwinд(t)
xPelvis (t)
xStance (t)
 , u(t) =
[
τSwinд(t)
τAnkle (t)
]
, v =

d
sin(θ + ϕ)
sin(ϕ)
FDraд
 (1)
which contains the variable d = ±1 to determine left or right sup-
port phase, the fixed sines of torso bending and inclination angles
(θ and ϕ respectively), and a constant sagittal dragging force FDraд .
As discussed later, these constant terms slightly change the peri-
odic gaits, but not the derivation of control rules. All variables are
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depicted in Figure 2. The overall equations of motion are found as:
d2
dt2
x(t) = Cx x(t) +Cu u(t) +Cv v (2)
Inclusion of the variable d is only because of a non-zero pelvis
width to distinguishes between left and right bouncing. Note that
the stance foot is fixed in 3LP and cannot slip. Therefore, the matrix
Cx does not influence xStance (t) and its derivative (which is equal
to zero), ensuring ÜxStance (t) = 0 during the swing phase. After
each step of motion, the swing and stance feet can be exchanged
through multiplying x(t) by the following matrix:
Sx =

· · I2×2
· I2×2 ·
I2×2 · ·
 (3)
In the original 3LP paper [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017], we also de-
rived equations for a double support phase by considering linear
contact force transitions. In this case, the equation (2) would keep
both ÜxStance (t) = 0 and ÜxSwinд(t) = 0. The present paper adds
torso bending and inclined walking features too. As mentioned
earlier, these are fixed parameters in our model and we do not sim-
ulate changing slope or torso angles to avoid violating linearity
assumptions.
2.2 Closed-Form Equations
By construction, 3LP equations are linear with respect to the state
variables and inputs. To obtain closed-form equations for future
predictions, it is enough to consider certain swing hip and ankle
torque profiles and solve the second order differential equations of
(2) symbolically. We consider simple piecewise liner torque profiles
which give us enough freedom for control and closely approximate
human profiles [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017]:
u(t) = uc + t ur (4)
the parameters uc ,ur ∈ R4 represent constant and time-increasing
terms in both sagittal and lateral directions. With these definitions,
closed-form 3LP equations are obtained as:
q(t) = A(t)q(0) + B(t)u +C(t)v (5)
where q(t) ∈ R12 and u ∈ R8 are:
q(t) =
[
x(t)
Ûx(t)
]
, u =
[
uc
ur
]
(6)
and 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Considering a double support phase of a given
durationTds , the single support phase will have a duration ofTss =
T − Tds where T is the total step duration. Equations (5) can be
modified to consider the double support phase as well for any time
t ≤ Tds . We skip these derivations and refer to the original paper
for details [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017].
2.3 Periodic Gaits
Knowing the state evolution equations of 3LP in (5), we can find
successive phases of motion which are symmetric with respect to
each other. Consider the matrix:
Mx =
[
I2×2 · −I2×2
· I2×2 −I2×2
]
(7)
which extracts relative position vectors s1 and s2 from the vector
x(t), depicted in Figure 2. At the beginning of each phase, these
relative positions are the same in the sagittal direction and opposite
in the lateral direction. Besides, the initial and final swing foot
velocities together with the stance foot velocity should be zero (we
assume impact-less locomotion in 3LP). Consider matrices S ,M , N
and O as:
S =
[
Sx ·
· Sx
]
, M =
[
Mx ·
· Mx
]
N =
[· · · I2×2 · ·
· · · · · I2×2
]
O = diaд( [1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1,−1] ) (8)
where N implements initial foot velocity conditions and O imposes
gait symmetry. A valid periodic initial condition Q¯[k], inputs U¯ [k]
and constants V¯ [k] must satisfy the following equations:
MQ¯[k] = OMS(A(T )Q¯[k] + B(T )U¯ [k] +C(T )V¯ [k])
NQ¯[k] = 0 (9)
which evolve Q¯[k] for one phase according to (5), exchange the feet
by S , extract the relative vectors s1, s2 and their derivatives by M
and apply the symmetry concept by O . The underlying assumption
is a fixed gait frequency determined by the step timeT . In this paper,
we use capital letters to show discrete variables. The null-space
formed by equations (9) still leaves eight degrees of freedom. The
lateral stance ankle torques are set to zero while the sagittal torques
are set to a linear profile which together take four dimensions. The
desired average forward velocity also takes one dimension while
the remaining three dimensions are resolved by a minimization of
hip torques. In other words, among all possible combinations of
Q¯[k] and U¯ [k] (for a fixed V¯ [k]) which form a null space of eight
dimensions, we find a combination with the desired average speed,
CoP profiles and minimal hip torques (refer to [Faraji and Ijspeert
2017] for further details). Therefore, open-loop 3LP gaits q¯(t) used
in our controller are defined as:
q¯(t) = A(t)Q¯[k] + B(t)U¯ [k] +C(t)V¯ [k] (10)
at each instance of time 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Note that the double support
phase is already encoded in matrices A(t), B(t) andC(t) of equation
(5) as mentioned earlier.
3 TIME-PROJECTION CONTROL
The 3LP model provides closed-form equations (5) that describe sys-
tem evolution over successive phases of motion. Thanks to linearity,
it is very simple to find a Poincaré map or a linearized discrete
model around the walking gait we obtained in the previous section.
In this regard, we consider the same phase-change event, add an
error to the state vector, evolve the erroneous state and a delta input
until the end of the phase and measure the new error. Consider the
stack of relative position vectors s1(t) and s2(t) and their derivatives
which are extracted from the full vector by s(t) = Mq(t) where
s(t) ∈ R8. Consider also a matrix Mˆ defined as:
Mˆ =
[
Mˆx ·
· Mˆx
]
, Mˆx =

I2×2 ·
· I2×2
· ·
 (11)
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which adds an error e(t) to the vector s(t) and then to the full state
vector q(t). Since the relative vectors are extracted from the full
vector by matrix M , the product MMˆ naturally equals to identity.
An initial error vector E[k] added to Q¯[k] by Q[k] = Qˆ[k] + MˆE[k]
evolves in time according to (5) where an additional input ∆U [k] is
also given to the system. The evolved error can be extracted from
the next discrete state by:
E[k + 1] = OMS(Q[k + 1] − Q¯[k + 1]) (12)
which leads to the following linear discrete model:
E[k + 1] = Aˆ(T )E[k] + Bˆ(T )∆U [k]
CˆE[k + 1] = 0 (13)
where:
Aˆ(T ) = OMSA(T )Mˆ
Bˆ(T ) = OMSB(T )
Cˆ =
[
02×4 I2×2 02×2
]
(14)
and the matrix Cˆ is defined to constrain final swing foot velocities
to zero.
3.1 Discrete LQR Control
Knowing error evolution equations (13) and the effect of inputs,
we can design a Discrete Linear Quadratic Regulator (DLQR) con-
troller to stabilize the system. Our particular system must satisfy a
constraint on the foot velocity too which requires a simple manipula-
tion of equations and DLQR’s cost function. We refer to [Faraji et al.
2018a] for further details and only take the resulting control gain
matrix K which produces a corrective feedback ∆U [k] = −KE[k].
A DLQR controller can be triggered at the beginning of each phase
and produce a delta actuator input to correct the error. Due to a
delayed reaction, however, this controller cannot reject intermittent
disturbances optimally [Faraji et al. 2018a]. Therefore, we use a time-
projecting controller that can react to inter-sample disturbances
immediately by using the expertise of the DLQR controller. This
idea is briefly introduced in the next section.
3.2 Continuous Time-Projection
To formulate the time-projection idea, we consider a free system
without constraints to present simpler formulations and provide
an easier understanding. Handling time-projection for constrained
systems can be found in the original control paper [Faraji et al.
2018a]. After solving 3LP equations in closed-form and deriving
discrete error dynamics, we showed that we could easily find aDLQR
controller that stabilizes the system by swing hip torque adjustments
and in consequence, footstep adjustments. Now consider an on-line
control paradigm in which we can measure the system error at any
inter-sample time and react to it quickly. The reaction might not
stabilize the system immediately like CoP modulation, but a proper
adjustment of swing foot location can considerably save control
effort in the following phases. This is because the current swing
position (which is weakly coupled to other system variables) later
becomes the new stance foot position which tightly couples to other
system variables (mainly the CoM). Consider an inter-sample time t
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T , the nominal periodic solution q¯(t) defined in (10),
the current measured state q(t) and the instantaneous error:
e(t) = M(q(t) − q¯(t)) (15)
We can apply a corrective swing hip torque δu(t) at the time t in
addition to the nominal actuator inputs u¯(t) = u¯c + tu¯r (we assume
fixed CoP profiles in the stance foot and only use the swing hip
torques for online control). This scenario is depicted in Fig.3 in
details. The time-projection controller takes the following steps in
sequence to find the vector δu(t):
(1) Measure the current numeric error e(t) at time t .
(2) Consider an unknown parametric input ∆U [k] until time t
and project the measured error e(t) back in time.
(3) Calculate a possible parametric initial vector E[k] by:
e(t) = A(t − kT )E[k] + B(t − kT )∆U [k] (16)
(4) Apply DLQR on E[k] to find ∆U [k]:
∆U [k] = −KE[k] (17)
(5) Now find ∆U [k] by solving a linear system of equations:[
A(t − kT ) B(t − kT )
K I
] [
E[k]
∆U [k]
]
=
[
e(t)
·
]
(18)
(6) Assuming δu(t) = ∆U [k], take the resulting corrective input
and apply it to the system at time t .
The time-projection control involves solving a linear system of equa-
tions at every control sample which only takes few microseconds on
a modern computer, compared to at least few hundred microseconds
taken by our previous MPC controller introduced in [Faraji et al.
2014]. Note that the projecting controller does not need to know dis-
turbance forces, and produces hip torques which result in footstep
adjustments. In the absence of errors e(t) also, this controller pro-
duces no correction. In the absence of disturbance forces, however,
while the error e(t) is non-zero, it produces a constant δu(t) which
is equal to a discrete correction that the DLQR controller would
produce at the beginning of the phase. In other words, as long as the
system evolves without inter-sample disturbances, the projecting
controller has no advantage over the DLQR controller in providing
on-line corrections.
In our previous work [Faraji et al. 2018a], we extensively discuss
the recovery performance of time-projection control against differ-
ent inter-sample push timings. We also analyze controllable regions,
given typical hardware limitations existing in bipedal systems. Due
to an online numerical optimization, MPC can handle such inequal-
ity constraints easily. The time-projecting controller is blind to these
constraints. However, our analysis in [Faraji et al. 2018a] shows that
in normal walking conditions, the time-projection controller covers
most of the whole set of controllable states. Therefore, MPC might
only cover a slightly bigger set of states which are not visited most
of the time in practice [Faraji et al. 2018a]. Having an approximate
of stable human walking trajectories by the 3LP model and time-
projection control, in the next section, we introduce a conversion to
slightly modify these trajectories in the vertical direction to produce
more human-like motions.
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5. Solve for  ∆U[k] :
∆U[k] = f(e(t),∆U[k])
4. Apply DLQR
∆U[k] = -KE[k] (?)
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3. Find error E[k] (?)
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Fig. 3. Time-projection control over a nominal system trajectory. Imagine a control period T is decided for which, a DLQR controller is calculated to stabilize
the system. For the walking application, we set T equal to the actual step time. The DLQR controller can only be triggered at time instances kT which makes
it sensitive to inter-sample disturbances, especially if the system has largely unstable modes. However, we can take advantage of DLQR knowledge and
provide immediate corrections at every inter-sample time t . Knowing system evolution matrices from the closest discrete sample kT until the time t , we can
project the measured error e(t ) back in time and obtain an equivalent discrete error E[k ]. This discrete error can evolve in time with some ∆U [k ] and lead
to the currently observed continuous error. To resolve the ambiguity between E[k ] and ∆U [k ], we link them together by the DLQR controller in step 4 of
time-projection. Therefore, the DLQR controller provides a stabilizing input which we directly apply to the system at time t .
4 KINEMATIC CONVERSION
The idea of kinematic conversion is to make the 3LP posture more
human-like. As mentioned earlier, we focus on adding pelvis ver-
tical excursions, ground clearance and lower-limb motions to the
gait. Other human-like features like pelvis rotations and upper body
motions are not considered in the present work. Our simple conver-
sion algorithm only needs the current 3LP state and phase time t as
inputs. Knowing other constants including phase timing parameters
Tds , Tss , the slope angle ϕ, anatomical properties and the ground
clearance height, our conversion algorithm performs the following
steps:
(1) Pelvis height: Find a smooth pelvis height trajectory based
on relative feet and pelvis positions.
(2) Ground clearance: Calculate a simple vertical toe trajectory
as a function of phase time t .
(3) Knee target points: Find two target points for the knees that
translate to hip angles and solve the inverse kinematics re-
dundancy of each leg.
These small modifications are based on trajectory synthesis and
minimally influence 3LP’s overall falling and swing dynamics. Here,
we simply rely on decoupling assumption between vertical and
horizontal dynamics similar to [Mordatch et al. 2010; You et al.
2016]. A more precise but computationally expensive approach
would be to use the full dynamics equations and perform vertical
adjustments only within the null-space of horizontal tasks [Griffin
et al. 2017]. The remainder of this section describes our adaptive
kinematic conversion method in details.
4.1 Pelvis Height
The horizontal dynamics of walking in our simulations is approxi-
mated by the 3LP model assuming constant heights for the pelvis,
the two feet, and all limb masses. Given a 3LP state in periodic or
transient walking conditions, our kinematic conversion takes the
relative foot-hip positions and calculates a smooth pelvis height
trajectory. This is done via a simple mixture of geometric variables
at each instance of time. Remember that the legs in 3LP are modeled
by extensible prismatic actuators. Given certain footstep locations,
if we assume fixed-length legs like the normal inverted pendulum
model, we obtain arc shapes for the pelvis which sharply intersect
together [Kuo et al. 2005]. Human pelvis trajectories are similar to
smooth sine shapes, however, going to a minimum during the dou-
ble support phase [Gard et al. 2004]. To produce such trajectories,
we use two different methods:
(1) Fixed mixture: we consider fixed leg-length arcs around the
CoP in each foot and introduce a soft weighting between
them to produce the final pelvis height profile.
(2) Adaptivemixture: we consider variable leg-length arcs around
the CoP in each foot and apply a soft minimum function to
produce the final pelvis height profile.
While the first method is enough for periodic walking and small
perturbations, it cannot support backward walking or extreme toe-
off stretching in perturbed conditions. The second method, however,
simply produces a feasible pelvis height for both legs.
Remember that all the 3LP equations are solved in a rotated
coordinate frame attached to the slope (refer to Fig.4). Therefore,
the gravity vector is rotated and the nominal leg length (the variable
l in Fig.2) is reduced by a factor of cos(ϕ). This ensures a stretched
leg when walking at zero speed on the slope. For a given 3LP state,
we define relative vectors p(t) and q(t) by:
p(t) = P (xStance (t) − xPelvis (t)) +
[
0 wd2
]T
q(t) = P (xSwinд(t) − xPelvis (t)) +
[
0 −wd2
]T (19)
where the variable d = ±1 indicates left or right support phases
(used in (1)), the parameterw denotes pelvis width and the matrix P
is a simple operator to project the quantities on the x−y plane shown
in Fig.2. Example sagittal components of p(t) and q(t) are shown in
Fig.5E for an adult person (height of 1.7m) walking at a speed of
1m/s and a frequency of 1.7 steps/s . During in-place walking, we
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of inclined walking in early swing phase. A) The given 3LP state in the background can be split into B) swing and C) stance legs. Depending
on the sagittal distance of the two feet, we calculate CoP points (virtual in the swing foot) and create candidate pelvis height arcs around the heel points.
For the trailing leg, the CoP is on the toe which produces the red arc. For the front leg, the CoP is on the heel which creates the blue arc. For each leg, by
intersecting a vertical line (passing through the pelvis in 3LP) with the arc, we find a candidate pelvis height. Now, compared to the maximum height possible
(equals the leg length l ), we calculate errors ep and eq for each leg and apply a smooth maximum function on them which is shown in E). The resulting
maximum e determines the final pelvis height with respect to the maximum height l . Given the pelvis and toe positions for each leg then, we just need to
resolve a single degree of freedom in each leg to find the complete thigh-shank-foot posture. This is done by determining a target point for the knee on the
ground which implicitly determines the desired hip angle. In case the foot penetrates the ground, this angle is adjusted to keep the foot always flat.
assume that the CoPs stay in the middle of each foot (the CoP in
swing foot is virtual). Depending on the distance between the two
feet, we move CoPs to the toes or heels. This is done via a linear
profile in which a step length equal to the leg length produces a
half-foot CoP movement:
pCoP (t) = h2 (1 +
q(t) − p(t)
l
)
qCoP (t) = h2 (1 +
p(t) − q(t)
l
) (20)
where the parameters h and l denote foot length and leg length
shown in Fig.2 respectively. We also assume no lateral movements
for the CoP in each foot. As observed in Fig.5E, the trajectories p(t)
and q(t) have non-zero derivatives at the boundary times (in the be-
ginning and at the end of the step phase). These derivatives produce
sharply intersecting arc shapes for the pelvis whereas setting them
to zero would produce flat trajectories. To achieve this, we define an
additional signal α(t) Ûp(t) where the polynomial α(t) has derivatives
of −1 at t = Tds and t = T shown in Fig.5A. This signal can correct
the derivatives by setting them to zero when added to p(t) and q(t)
(shown in Fig.5E). Therefore, modified relative positions p¯(t) and
q¯(t) can be defined as:
p¯(t) = p(t) + α(t) Ûp(t)
q¯(t) = q(t) + α(t) Ûp(t) (21)
which represent smooth relative positions between the hip and the
heel in each leg, ensuring zero derivatives at the phase boundary
times. Assume we put a rotated coordinate frame (along the slope)
on each heel and express the modified relative 3LP pelvis position
by [X Y Z ] in this frame where Z = l cos(ϕ) shown in Fig.4B. Now,
fixed leg-length arcs can be found as:
Z 2 = (X + xCoP + l sin(ϕ))2 + Y 2 + zf ixed (X ,Y ,xCoP )2 (22)
where the constant l sin(ϕ) is added to compensate the effect of
slope. The candidate pelvis heights for each leg are:
zp,f ixed (t) = zf ixed (p¯x (t), p¯y (t),pCoP (t))
zq,f ixed (t) = zf ixed (q¯x (t), q¯y (t),qCoP (t)) (23)
where x andy are sagittal and lateral components respectively. Now,
according to the first method, the final pelvis height trajectory could
be found by a smooth transition from the arc on the stance foot
zp,f ixed (t) to the arc on the swing foot zq,f ixed (t):
zf ixed (t) = (1 − γ (t)) zp,f ixed (t) + γ (t) zq,f ixed (t) (24)
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which is shown in Fig.5F. The function γ (t) implements a smooth
transition shown in Fig.5C. The resulting curve zf ixed (t) features
zero derivatives at the phase boundary times while it peaks ap-
proximately in the middle of the single support phase. Overall, the
converted pelvis position is matching 3LP’s pelvis position horizon-
tally and shifted down from l cos(ϕ) to the new height zf ixed (t).
The first method produces a good approximate of human trajecto-
ries, but there is no guaranty that the next touch-down happens
on the heel. In backward walking or perturbed conditions, for ex-
ample, the next step might touch down on the toes. In these cases,
the resulting pelvis height (at t = T ) should be feasible for the
other stance leg which is still on the heel. However, the formula (24)
always converges to the swing arc at t = T which could become
infeasible. Therefore, the mixture used in (24) is meaningful in terms
of producing vertical excursions, but limited to periodic forward
walking conditions.
To overcome limitations of the first method, we replace the time-
based mixture of (24) with a smooth maximum function in the
second method to better decide between swing and stance leg arcs.
Also, we slightly modify the arcs to allow for more leg flexion and
extension in the stance phase. Consider Fig.4D which shows differ-
ent pelvis arcs depending on the position of CoP. When walking
in-place, no matter what other gait parameters are, the arc is calcu-
lated around the heel position. In maximum step length conditions,
however, the CoP moves to extremities according to (20). In this
case, we use a specific nonlinear function δ (x) (Fig.5D) which maps
the linear CoP movements of (20) into asymmetric profiles:
f (xCoP ) = ∆ = h2δ (
2
h
xCoP − 1) (25)
When the CoP goes to the toes (xCoP = h), the function f produces
a value of h/2 and when the CoP goes to the heels (xCoP = 0), this
function returns −ϵh/2. Based on this function, we formulate our
modified arcs by following ellipses:
(x − 2∆
l + 2∆ )
2 + (y
l
)2 + ( z
l + ∆
) = 1 (26)
which are shown in Fig.4D. The dashed circle in this plot shows
the maximum workspace of the pelvis rotating around the toe. We
consider smaller arcs (the ellipse shown in red) when the CoP is at
the toes to avoid extra lifting and over-extension. The green circle
also shows the minimum workspace when rotating around the heel
(for in-place walking). When the CoP is at the heel, the blue ellipse
produces a small knee flexion at the touch-down moment (like
human [Liu et al. 2008]) determined by the choice of ϵ = 0.2 shown
in Fig.4D and Fig.5D. Our specific design of δ (x) and adaptive ellipses
of (26) produce convincing human-like trajectories compared to a
few human gaits recorded (discussed in the next section). However,
they could be tuned further in future work to better match human
trajectories in a wider range of walking conditions.
Given a 3LP state, we calculate the CoP points, split the legs and
create an ellipse for each of them in the rotated coordinate frame
(shown in Fig.4). A vertical line coming down from the pelvis in each
case intersects with the ellipse and determines the candidate pelvis
height of that leg. Denoting the modified relative 3LP pelvis position
by [X Y Z ] like before, the vertical line in the rotated coordinate
frame is:
y = Y , x − X = tan(ϕ)(z − Z ) (27)
which intersects with the ellipse of (26) and results in the following
equation (as a function of z):
(X + tan(ϕ)(z − Z ) − 2∆
l + 2∆ )
2 + (Y
l
)2 + ( z
l + ∆
) = 1 (28)
The height of intersection point (denoted by z = zadapt (X ,Y ,xCoP ))
solves the equation (28) and therefore, each leg gives a candidate
pelvis height:
zp,adapt (t) = zadapt (p¯x (t), p¯y (t),pCoP (t))
zq,adapt (t) = zadapt (q¯x (t), q¯y (t),qCoP (t)) (29)
Unlike the time-based mixture of (24), in the second method, we use
a smooth minimum function between zp,adapt (t) and zq,adapt (t)
which is implemented as:
zadapt (t) = l − max(l − zp,adapt (t), l − zz,adapt (t)) (30)
where max(a,b) is defined as:
max(a,b) =

√
a2 + b2 0 ≤ a,b
a b < 0 ≤ a
b a < 0 ≤ b
a + b +
√
a2 + b2 a,b < 0
(31)
and shown in Fig.4E. The time-trajectory of zadapt (t) shown in
Fig.5G is very similar to zf ixed (t) (shown in Fig.5F) in periodic
walking conditions. Fig.4A also visualizes the mechanism of find-
ing individual pelvis heights and the smooth maximum function
max(a,b). Due to the fact that we always choose theminimum pelvis
height in the second method (which is of course feasible for both
legs), we can support non-periodic and backward walking as well as
extremely asymmetric triangular leg coordinations which happen
in inclined walking or presence of dragging forces. Therefore, we
prefer the second adaptive method over the first fixed-time mix-
ture method. The modified ellipsoid design of the arc shapes also
produces realistic knee flexion during the touch-down and ankle
extension during the push-off moments.
4.2 Ground Clearance
Remember that both feet in the 3LP model are constrained to have a
zero height. Tomake themmore realistic, we consider simple vertical
sinusoid curves that lift the swing toe vertically. These curves are
scaled by the ground clearance parameter as a percentage of the leg
length. Our simple design of these trajectories produces realistic
motions, but cannot simulate foot flapping effects shortly after the
touch-down moment (in which the foot completely lands on the
ground after the heel-strike). We consider adding this feature in
future work.
4.3 Knee Target Points
Given the pelvis and toe positions in the Cartesian space, the task in
this stage is to resolve a single degree of freedom in each leg to find
a human-like thigh-shank-foot posture. Our strategy is to determine
the hip angle based on certain target trajectories on the ground. In
each leg, the thigh vector (connecting the hip to the knee joint)
points towards a target trajectory on the ground shown in Fig.4A.
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Fig. 5. Composition of smooth relative positions and knee target trajectories
based on relative foot positions and phase timing of 3LP. A) The polynomial
α (t ) is used to correct the nonzero velocities ofp(t ) andq(t ) at the boundary
times. When multiplied by Ûp(t ) in and added to p(t ) or q(t ), the specific
design of α (t ) can result in zero derivatives at the boundaries. B) The
polynomial trajectory β (t ) is designed to perform a faster progress than
α (t ). When polynomial β (t ) is multiplied by Ûp(t ) in and added to q(t ), it
produces a trajectory whichmoves forward even during 0 ≤ t ≤ Tds . C) The
polynomial trajectoryγ (t ) used for a time-basedmixture of zp, f ixed (t ) and
zq, f ixed (t ) in the first method to produce a soft transition. D) The nonlinear
function δ (x ) which maps the linear motions of CoPs into asymmetric
profiles ∆ for each leg. These profiles adjust the default circular pelvis
arcs (shown in green, Fig.4D) into different ellipses for swing and stance
legs according to (26). E) Original relative foot-hip positions p(t ) and q(t ),
addition of smooth CoP trajectories pCoP (t ) and qCoP (t ) and addition
of corrective signals α (t ) Ûp(t ) and β (t ) Ûp(t ) to produce smooth trajectories
q¯(t ) and p¯(t ) (used for pelvis height trajectory generation) and uq (t ) (used
together with up (t ) as knee target trajectories). The synthesized signals
are mere functions of 3LP state and phase timing without any history or
dependency on the past. F) The arc trajectories zp, f ixed (t ) and zq, f ixed (t )
(produced from p¯(t ), q¯(t ), pCoP (t ) and qCoP (t )) are smoothly combined
together with γ (t ) to generate the final pelvis height trajectory zf ixed (t ).
G) The adaptive arc trajectories zp,adapt (t ) and zq,adapt (t ) are smoothly
combined together by max(a, b) to generate the final adaptive pelvis height
trajectory zadapt (t ).
Once the hip angle is determined, the configurations of shank and
foot segments are found by solving a simple Inverse Kinematic (IK)
problem between the knee and the toe, restricting the foot segment
inside the sagittal plane. Our IK formulation also does not allow for
a heel position below the toe position vertically.
We design the knee target trajectories by a similar mixture of
geometric variables (foot positions) introduced earlier. In fact, for
the stance leg, the relative position:
up (t) = p(t) + α(t) Ûp(t) + pCoP (t) (32)
is a good target trajectory. A careful inspection of human trajectories
at different walking speeds reveals that the Cartesian swing knee
position already starts moving forward before the swing phase starts.
This effect is shown in Fig.6 at different walking speeds. The relative
position q(t) + α(t) Ûp(t) + qCoP (t) is not a good target trajectory for
the swing leg, since it remains constant during the double support
phase and starts moving forward only in the single support phase
(Fig.5E). To overcome this issue, we introduce a polynomial β(t)
shown in Fig.5B, a modified version of α(t) which is approximately
two times larger, but with similar derivative properties. The swing
target point is now defined by:
uq (t) = q(t) + β(t) Ûp(t) + qCoP (t) (33)
which already starts moving forward during the double support
phase shown in Fig.5E. The two target trajectories up (t) and uq (t)
are eventually used to find the hip angles which then determine the
leg configuration completely.
5 RESULTS
Implementation of the 3LP simulator and the kinematic conversion
is currently done in MATLAB with a simple GUI (shown in Fig.10)
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Fig. 6. Kinematic configurations of the leg segments in human walking at
different speeds (subject height of 1.76m). The black segments indicate body
postures at the touch-down and toe-off moments approximately. Given the
knee marker trajectories, it is obvious that the thigh segment already starts
swinging forward before the entire leg starts its swing phase. This requires
target swing trajectories on the ground that progress forward during the
double support phase already.
that allows the user to change subject/gait parameters as well as
to test transient conditions 1. A C++ implementation of the 3LP
model and the time-projection controller is also available for robotic
applications [Faraji et al. 2018b]. These codes only contain pure
mathematic formulas in closed-form. The most computationally
complex function in our method solves a linear system of equa-
tions to find periodic walking gaits in equations (9). We use the
Eigen library [Guennebaud et al. 2010] to perform this operation
in microseconds. The inverse kinematic problem at the last stage
of the kinematic conversion is also as simple as finding roots of
a second-degree polynomial in closed-form. Using the MATLAB
interface in this section, we present a collection of various walking
trajectories produced with the proposed framework.
5.1 Different Speeds
We start this section by providing a comparison of synthesized
walking trajectories against human trajectories at different walking
speeds (2, 4, 6 km/h). The data presented here is collected by a lab
motion-capture system from treadmill walking. Five subjects with
average height of 1.76±0.11m andweight of 68±14kд participated in
the experiment, walking for a minute at each desired speed to collect
enough gait cycles. We measured gait parameters and replicated
each experiment by our model to find corresponding synthesized
gaits. Example collected and synthesized trajectories of one subject
are demonstrated in Fig.7 which visually look very similar. Over all
subjects and speeds, we found average correlations of 0.80 ± 0.06
for the hip angles, 0.86 ± 0.04 for the knee angles and 0.72 ± 0.09
for the ankle angles. Our method can produce many features of
human walking such as pelvis vertical excursions [Gard et al. 2004],
ground clearance [Wu and Kuo 2016], heel-toe motions [Cappellini
et al. 2006] and lateral bounces [Donelan et al. 2002]. However, it
does not produce pelvis and trunk rotations as well as foot flapping.
Apart from scaling with respect to the walking speed parameter, our
method supports variation of many other gait conditions as follows.
1Source codes available online at https://biorob.epfl.ch/research/humanoid/walkman.
5.2 Model Sizes
The 3LPmodel is scalable with respect to themass and subject height
properties. In this work, we considered average human anatomic
proportions [De Leva 1996] to scale all limb masses and body seg-
ments only with the overall body mass and height. However, both
the 3LP model and kinematic conversion are independent of body
properties without needing any re-tuning. Fig.8A shows a child at
the height of 1m performing a walking gait similar to a tall adult of
2.5m shown in Fig.8B. In these case, we scaled the walking speed
proportionally. The gait kinematics in 3LP is independent of the
body mass however [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017].
5.3 Inclined Walking
By increasing or decreasing the terrain inclination, we can produce
human-like walking gaits without re-tuning of any other parameter.
The resulting kinematics shown in Fig.8C,D are very similar to the
human data [Leroux et al. 2002]. However, our method is not able to
simulate extreme climbing cases where the hands are also involved.
An interesting feature of inclined walking is extra knee flexion at
the touch-down moment on positive slopes [Leroux et al. 2002]
which is observed in Fig.8D as well.
5.4 Walking Frequency
Although human walks at a particular combination of walking
speeds and frequencies [Bertram 2005], the frequency can be changed
while keeping the speed constant. This directly influences the step
length which is increased for example when the frequency is de-
creased (shown in Fig.8E). While the 3LP model easily supports
this modulation of frequency, our kinematic conversion method
can produce realistic walking gaits in both low frequency and high
frequency conditions shown in Fig.8E, F.
5.5 Backward Walking
The 3LP model can easily simulate backward walking by finding
solutions in the linear null-space of initial gait conditions produced
by equations (9). The CoPmotion can also be easily reverted to make
the motion more realistic. This fact is reflected in the kinematic
conversion method as well by automatic reversion of pCoP (t) and
qCoP (t) trajectories in (20). Without changing other parameters,
the 3LP model can easily walk backward at different speeds while
the kinematic conversion produces human-like coordinations of
lower-limb segments shown in Fig.8G, H.
5.6 Ground Clearance
Our model simulates this motion with a simple sinusoidal curve
while the actual curve in human might be slightly different, espe-
cially in extra foot lift conditions [Wu and Kuo 2016]. Our simple
strategy produces visually plausible walking gaits (shown in Fig.8I,
J) while the main inconsistency comes from missing the short flap-
ping phase after the heel-strike. Also, an extra ground clearance
might slightly affect the swing dynamics which is not included in
the 3LP model.
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of human walking and synthesized walking trajectories at different speeds. The choice of step frequency, double support duration, torso
angle and ground clearance parameters as well as body properties are taken from each human experiment and used in the corresponding simulation. The
overall horizontal dynamics of walking is encoded in the 3LP model which produces human-like limb motions. On top of 3LP trajectories, our kinematic
conversion can produce vertical excursions for the pelvis, human-like knee angles at the touch-down moments and realistic coordinations of thigh-shank-foot
segments. However, the current method is unable to produce foot flapping motions after the heel-strike.
5.7 Torso Style
A vast part of the walking animation literature introduces methods
to produce walking gaits at different torso angles, referred to as
torso styles. This is achieved via a simple proportional-derivative
controller in the stance hip to regulate the torso angle while foot-
placement algorithms automatically compensate the dynamic effects
of such asymmetry [Coros et al. 2010; Mordatch et al. 2010; Yin et al.
2007]. Our 3LP model can easily simulate these scenarios while the
kinematic conversion adjusts the kinematics automatically, shown in
Fig.8K, L. Note that bending backward is uncomfortable for human
while in simulations, it is theoretically possible. The extra vertical
excursion observed in Fig.8L is also less human-like. When bending
forward, humans damp these vertical excursions by an increased
flexion in the knees at the mid-stance moment [Grasso et al. 2000],
probably for the sake of comfort or gaze stabilization. Our method,
however, produces a peak in the pelvis height trajectory at this
moment which results in a stretched-knee posture. This probably
prevents our method to simulate extreme torso bending conditions.
5.8 Dragging Forces
Another interesting scenario is to produce periodic walking gaits
subject to constant external dragging forces. This could be useful in
a simulation of pulling or pushing heavy objects [Coros et al. 2010].
3LP can easily produce such walking gaits by including the external
force in symbolic equations. We considered forces applied to the
torso while 3LP formulations can be easily changed to simulate
other force application points. Although the triangular coordina-
tion between the two legs in 3LP becomes asymmetric in these
conditions, the kinematic conversion can still produce lower-limb
coordinations adaptively.
5.9 Push Recovery
The main purpose of incorporating a physics-based animation in
our method is to model interactions with the environment. In ad-
dition to simulating constant external forces discussed previously,
we are interested in simulating transient conditions due to distur-
bances as well. This simulation scenario involves time-integration,
i.e., considering small time-steps, applying arbitrary disturbance
forces at each time-step and finding system evolution through inte-
gration. Thanks to the linear equations of the 3LP model, the system
evolution can be described by a single closed-form matrix which
relieves the need to perform iterations. Also, if the disturbance pat-
tern is known beforehand, we can find closed-form equations and
avoid using small time-steps, depending on the precision required.
Fig.9 demonstrates transient walking conditions due to external
pushes applied in different directions. While the 3LP model and the
time-projecting controller can produce natural and stable horizontal
motions, the kinematic conversion takes the 3LP state and produces
vertical motions adaptively.
The strength of our method lies in generating walking trajectories
in different combinations of all the previously-mentioned gait con-
ditions. We limit our results section to discuss each gait condition
separately. However, thanks to the closed-form solutions available,
changing many gait conditions at the same time does not need any
re-tuning of trajectory generation or control parameters. The next
section will provide a comprehensive discussion of these strengths
and intrinsic limitations of the proposed approach.
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Fig. 8. Gait snapshots produced at different walking conditions. By default,
we simulate an adult person (height of 1.7m, a weight of 70kд) walking
at a speed of 1m/s , a frequency of 1.7 steps/s and a ground clearance of
5%leд. A) and B) showwalking gaits for a child and a very tall person. C) and
D) demonstrate inclined walking conditions at moderate slopes. E) and F)
show the effect of changing walking frequency which directly influences the
step length. G) and H) show backward walking gaits. I) and J) demonstrate
no foot clearance and extra foot clearance conditions. K) and L) simulate
walking gaits with different torso styles. Finally, M) and N) simulate walking
gaits with considerable external dragging forces. Generation of walking
gaits while combining all these conditions is also possible.
6 DISCUSSION
The proposed method combines physics-based and pure interpola-
tion approaches in the literature for walking trajectory generation.
We simulate physics by a linear simplified model called 3LP that has
closed-form solutions. On top of this model, in the present work, we
propose an adaptive kinematic converter which synthesizes human-
like lower-limb postures. The resulting trajectories follow the overall
dynamics of 3LP while remaining geometrically feasible in transient
conditions. The goal of such a hybrid approach is to achieve faster
simulation speeds while offering an online walking control. We can
simulate interactions with the environment to some extent and pro-
duce transient walking trajectories thanks to a previously developed
walking controller called time-projection. This controller together
with the 3LP model encapsulates important dynamic properties and
control rules needed to stabilize the gait in a wide range of walking
conditions. Therefore, the proposed model-based approach does not
have any parameter to tune.
6.1 Closed-Form Solutions
The 3LP model [Faraji and Ijspeert 2017] and the time-projection
controller [Faraji et al. 2018a] were originally developed to extend
the LIP model and MPC control paradigm [Faraji et al. 2014] for
humanoid walking application [Faraji et al. 2018b]. The closed-form
equations of 3LP or LIP enable MPC controllers to stabilize the
system in an online fashion by adjusting footstep locations. In a
previous work based on the LIP model, our MPC controller was able
to solve a quadratic optimization problem in less than a millisec-
ond and suggest footstep corrections online [Faraji et al. 2014]. The
time-projection control, however, aims at finding closed-form solu-
tions for the numeric optimizations of MPC as well. Therefore, the
combination of a linear model and time-projection control can offer
simulation speeds as fast as microseconds. Besides, thanks to all
these closed-form solutions, we do not need to use sub-millisecond
simulation time-steps like [Coros et al. 2010; Mordatch et al. 2010;
Yin et al. 2007] to ensure numerical stability. To generate animations,
we only need to consider movie frames (e.g., 30 frames per second)
and find the system evolution in between by closed-form matrices.
While walking gait generation and stabilization with a simplified
model are developed in our previous work, in the present paper, we
aimed at filling the gap with reality. In other words, we proposed a
kinematic conversion method to convert walking trajectories from
the 3LP space to a real character with thigh, shank and foot seg-
ments. The novelty of this paper, therefore, lies in the conversion
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Fig. 9. Different scenarios of perturbed walking conditions where the robot is subject to large external pushes of 50N applied continuously during a step phase.
Our time-projecting controller can easily stabilize the 3LP model while the kinematic conversion takes the 3LP state and produces human-like trajectories.
Pure interpolation methods for walking animation cannot simulate perturbed walking conditions interactively while physics-based animations require a lot of
computation power to simulate such interactions with the environment. Our hybrid approach, however, can cover a wide range of transient walking conditions.
method and the entire architecture that produces periodic and tran-
sient human-like walking trajectories. Using an intuitive mixture of
the geometric variables in 3LP, we can produce smooth vertical ex-
cursions and human-like thigh-shank-foot coordinations. Although
we do not simulate dynamics of these leg segments explicitly, each
leg follows the approximate dynamics encoded in the 3LP model.
Following the same philosophy of developing closed-form solutions
in the 3LP model and the time-projection controller, the kinematic
conversion is also formulated in closed-form. Various parametric
trajectory design or interpolation methods already exist in the liter-
ature and offer a similarly fast simulation speed, but they cannot
produce transient walking conditions. They also need either a large
library of human trajectories to interpolate or a large set of trajec-
tory or control parameters to produce as many walking conditions.
The proposed architecture is mathematically involved, but generic
and straightforward to be used in walking control, animation or
analysis.
6.2 Limitations
Walking dynamics in our method is simulated in the 3LP model
which relies on linearization assumptions. 3LP is an extension of
the LIP model and both assume linear pendular dynamics. 3LP can
simulate swing and torso balancing dynamics (in addition to falling
dynamics of the LIP model) which allow for simulation of faster
walking gaits. However, the resulting motions are valid only where
the coupling between horizontal and vertical dynamics is negligible.
Our method cannot simulate very large step lengths. Besides, the
time-projection controller does not consider such feasibility bound-
aries. Although this controller always stabilizes the gait, in extreme
conditions, it might produce large step lengths that violate decou-
pling assumptions. These conditions only happen in case of very
large disturbances or considerable sudden changes in the desired
gait parameters (such as speed or frequency). The linearity assump-
tions allow for simulation of flat or inclined walking conditions, but
not uneven terrains or structured environments. However, if the
terrain profile is known in advance, we can design certain height
change profiles and solve the new linear time-variant 3LP equations
numerically. Besides, the 3LP model does not simulate turning in
the current implementation due to nonlinearities. We can remove
the pelvis width and allow the 3LP model to turn, but an artificial
separation of the two feet is needed [Faraji et al. 2014]. We consider
these fundamental improvements for future work.
The present framework can simulate different gait conditions as
shown in Fig.8, however, some transient conditions are not always
easy to model. We cannot simulate torso oscillations unless we
linearize the torso and give it a degree of freedom. In this work, the
3LP model assumes a fixed torso angle and finds necessary stance
hip torques to realize this assumption. Variations in the external
dragging forces are easy to simulate though, since they can be
treated as perturbations. A transient change of speed, step frequency
and double support time is possible in our current framework. The
time-projecting controller can handle them stably.
While the entire framework can simulate a wide and continuous
range of walking conditions with different combinations, the natural
human-like choice of walking parameters remains un-modeled. Hu-
mans can also walk at various gait conditions, but not necessarily be
energy optimal or comfortable. When changing the walking speed,
humans change the frequency [Bertram 2005], double support ratio
[Cappellini et al. 2006], ground clearance [Ivanenko et al. 2002]
and torso orientation [Song and Geyer 2012]. All these parameters
change in inclined walking as well [Vogt and Banzer 1999]. Our
framework provides the necessary platform to simulate all these
walking conditions, but not including human-optimal relations of
parameters. Realistic choices of these parameters can be extracted
from the related biomechanics literature in walking animations like
[Boulic et al. 1990; Li and Liu 2000]. Other human-like walking
features such as arm motions or pelvis rotations can be added easily
without affecting the overall walking dynamics [Boulic et al. 1990].
6.3 Applications and Future Work
In a trade-off with some of the features offered by physics-based
frameworks like rough-terrain locomotion [Coros et al. 2010; Mor-
datch et al. 2010], we achieved much faster simulation speeds by
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Fig. 10. The GUI developed to simulate periodic and non-periodic walking conditions. This picture shows boundaries of different gait parameters within which
the synthesized gait stays reasonably human-like. In this GUI, there is also a possibility to apply perturbations with different strengths and timing.
simplifying the physical model. Our method provides pure mathe-
matical formulas with aminimal dependency on the Eigen library for
a matrix inversion. Our source codes can be easily integrated with
other simulators to produce animations on visually more human-
like characters. It can be used for crowd-walking simulations as
well as animations on portable electronic devices with a limited
computational power. Besides, the ideas introduced in this paper
can be used to control humanoids or simulated robots. In particular,
our kinematic conversion can be used to produce more human-
like pelvis trajectories and thigh-shank-foot coordinations. All the
source codes would be freely available online after publication.
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